
What is ahead for Delaireans with all this mayhem taking place around us? Where are we 

headed?  In which direction should we be going? What is going on with all new lawsuits and 

court hearings coming our way, not even having settled “the first lawsuit”? That is upsetting! 

All this will raise dues and continue to negatively impact home selling. As always we bring the 

facts from the horse’s mouth!  This is the news you want to hear and the Board is hoping you 

won’t. Read:  New Law suit                      New Potential law suit 

For starters the legal team for BRECKER vs. DELAIRE have finished their discovery.  The Club 

lawyers slowed the process using legal maneuvers to prolong and increase the costs hoping 

that the “petitioner” would give-up. Their frivolous schemes only adds more costs to the club. 

The event is moving to a court date in 2019. The jury’s decision will transform the oppressed 

from  Prisoners to Owners!  Trials in motion overwhelm the club with confusion and attention 

by the media, how it will affect the club in the future is the mystery. Read March 1 2019 Crisis 

management 

The “First” litigation is about illegal abuse of power, bringing about a one year (1) suspension 

of Club facilities, including forced payments of dues and assessments costing the “abused” 

$36,000. The board’s over-the-top silencing of a members was illegally invoked by the “Board 

of Appeals” for sponsoring a website, abusing our “Freedom of Speech”. The “Appeals Board” 

has no record of the hearing or ever having interviewed a single Factfinder or having a 

transcript of the hearing made their “Appeals Decision” on “WHAT”? This is final proof that 

the unlawful punishment was not carried-out fair, reasonable and in good faith as per Florida 

Statute 617.0607. The failed attempt of suppressing “Free Speech” created a BUYER BEWARE 

multi-million-dollar Law-Suit. Such happenings occur if nothing is done to end “bizarre” club 

office holders the likes of Curtis Karpel, Barbara Lurie, Buddy Magod, Mel Katz and Wayne 

Feinberg, who in our opinion are has-beens and nobodies all their lives and were endowed 

with a little power by a blasé membership.  It all started in September of 2017, Brecker’s blood 

boiled by hostilities lodged against him by demented factfinders holding a Kangaroo Court 

(called a grievance hearing), doing the biddings of a frenzied President. This time the 

victimized Brecker, in his litigation, is asking for the Jury’s verdict with “punitive” restitution 

and giving his attorneys “Carte Blanche” to accomplish the feat!   
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The latest attempted “dodgy maneuver” by Lurie and Magod is Conspiracy!  Doing the dirty 

work for the administration that cannot legally prevent TRUTH TELLING or LITIGATION. Their 

new pesterings brings on new costly litigation making added waves for potential “New 

Resident Members” considering buying homes, thereby hurting everybody!  Due to the loss of 

the D&O policy, such “wrongdoings” will bring new assessments to “defend the indefensible”.  

The “First” litigation, processing illegal abuse of power, also puts stress on unruly By-Law rules 

during the grievance hearing: No Recording of the hearing. No Lawyer permitted speaking, 

questioning witnesses on behalf of the Respondent during the hearing. Factfinders as well as 

their Chairman counted present on phone-hook-ups. Obnoxious disregards finding a member 

guilty before he walks into the hearing places the member/owner into a position of a Prisoner. 

Factfinders calling the victim an “asshole” during questioning of witnesses without being 

punished makes the hearing into a sham. Name calling changes the hearing to unfair, 

unreasonable and in bad faith. Karpel being the prime mover of the hearing remaining in the 

deliberation room while deciding DON SNYDER’S “asshole” remark is irrational. Forcing the 

Respondent to continue with the hearing after the humiliation, makes all of the above 

cruelties a KANGAROO COURT. Read: July 20 2017 Day of the hearing   

 Read: August 23 2017 Letter from Brecker’s attorney 

We have been reporting vindictiveness and mistreatments of members since our first expose 

as “Truth Sayers”. The Lurie/Magod issues add“newness” to the old system of abuse, only 

because we took proactive steps with litigation. A twofold result to stop abuse of club power 

not new, and personally litigating the two lawbreakers, not granting them their payback for 

having been unmasked as Demons. Contemptable behaviors keep coming to the “center 

stage” creating “litigations, mayhem, losses of reputation and finally more property 

devaluations.  Delaire has become a “litigious campus” of utter disregard of member’s rights. 

We are forced to fight back with litigation every time they revise their endless By-laws and 

Rule changes, stealing member’s rights stopping them from making Resident-members into 

Prisoners! We have new litigation about to start. The club restated its rules of Article I 

Paragraph W regarding that they forbid “recording and video taping of meetings”. On March 

6 2019, we wrote a letter objecting to this unreasonable aggression of our member’s rights. 

We have advised the board through their attorney Read: the Padula letter of March 18th 2019 

that this rule is a hardship unacceptable for “Disabled Members” wanting knowledge. We 

have given notice we will litigate the issue (more new Litigation) based on the Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA), this time in FEDERAL COURT.  
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We loathe cruelty, abuses and dictatorial Bullying. We have a new Sheriff 

in www.delairegovernance.com.  The members’ rights will be enforced 

in the People’s court not in Delaire’s KANGAROO COURT by means of the 

Luries, Singers, Feinbergs, Snyders, Magods, Karpels and you name the 

wrongdoers. That is where we should be heading! 
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